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Committee on Budget and Finance 
Senate of the Associated Students, 86th Session  

Agenda for Friday, November 9th, 2018 at 10:00 a.m.  

Presidents Conference Room- 3rd Floor Joe Crowley Student Union 

 

1. CALL MEETING TO ORDER 

Senator Grant called the meeting on Budget and Finance to order on Friday, November 9, 

2018 at 10:02 am in the Presidents Conference Room on the 3rd Floor of the Joe Crowley 

Student Union. Presiding Secretary, Morgan Zimmerman.  

 

2. ROLL CALL 

Senators Aziz, Burton, Feil, Grant, Hudson, Hughes, Sewell, and Wilcox were present. 

Senator McKinney was absent excused.  

A quorum was present.  

 

3. PUBLIC COMMENT 

Textbook Brokers said they are came because they are trying to get more involved on 

campus, if there is anything they can do to help any of the committees, let them know.   

 

Senator Grant thanked them for coming in.  

 

4. MINUTES 

 

a.   The Committee will consider the approval of the minutes from November 2nd, 2018.  

    The Committee will discuss the minutes of November 2nd, 2018 and may choose to 

    amend or edit the minutes. Upon conclusion of the discussion, the Committee may 

    choose to approve the minutes. 

 

   The minutes were unavailable at this time.  

 

5. OLD BUSINESS 

There is no old business to be discussed at this time. 

 

6. NEW BUSINESS 

a. Financial Reviews  

The Committee will conduct financial reviews of the following accounts: Brushfire 

(PG02201), New Student Initiatives (PG05566), and the ASUN Capital Account. The 

Committee will hear a presentation by the account managers and the will examine 

expenditures within each account to ensure full financial disclosure and transparency to 

the ASUN. 

 

New Student Initiatives said this is the account that buys the water bottles, typically 

purchased at the end of the year. So, she would have spent the money in 2018. So, the 
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next Vice President will be the one who is spending out of this account. They also buy 

gift cards, but that is still being resolved with the accounting office.  

 

Senator Burton asked if all of that money was spent out of the 2018 account. 

 

New Student Initiatives said she purchased the water bottles by giving the Wolf shop a 

specific amount and then they ordered them that way.  

 

Grant asked for further questions; seeing none he moved into a presentation from 

Brushfire.  

 

Brushfire Editor and Chief said as you know they are the only literature and arts journal 

on campus, this is for collecting and collaborating thoughts, for branching out and 

experiencing artistic style. They circulate and publish art for free so it can be continued 

to generate without any financial setback. In student wages they spend $1,308.00. There 

are only two people working at brushfire, due to graduation and moving. This semester 

started out sort of rocky for them. In travel, they try to go to ACP to learn new skills, for 

example: last time they learned to be much more carful with fonts. Acronyms do not 

work in titles, ACP is workshop oriented. They did not go this tie because they wanted 

to prioritize building a new team. In host only $100 per semester is spent. This is for 

buying food for the release party. Operating costs are $43.00, they take journals and 

send them out to those who ordered them. It is important that loyal contributors are in 

the loop. The printing contract has not cleared, so that will make use of future expenses. 

He tried to make it really detailed as to the breakdown so there is no question as to what 

the budget does. Tried to break up wages, and eliminated web management position to 

make things a bit fairer. Future Expenses are the operations costs for printing, $1,950 

per semester, used to be $2000, but they wanted to knock down in order to keep printing 

within the budget. Z materials is a secondary version of the journal, it is handmade, and 

informal, built with construction paper and string, so one does not have to be artsy to 

participate. That account is for the entire year, and there will probably be two made. 

That will not stay the trend, website renewal is very important because that is how they 

get art submissions. In the previous semester they were getting a ton of submissions. 

With staff being so low, submissions were a lot lower. A new team has been hired, so 

circulation and distribution will be improved. A set number of journals are put out and 

returned each week, there are so many publications for one person to do that job it is not 

realistically feasible. Then they keep them for brushfire and distribute among staff. The 

previous volunteers that were helping have become staff, which has been a good bridge. 

The distribution table has a bunch of holes because it is difficult to keep up with just the 

two of them. He has many new things to learn cant have the focus on that as much. 

Regarding social media, there are some issues with tracking data due to 

miscommunications as to how to collect data. They have made good progress in very 

small increments, dog fest, collaborating with creative writing club and helping them 

with an open mic night at Laughing Planet. They have around 40 volunteers, which is 

tons compared to the past. They will also be trying to revive twitter.  

 

Senator Sewell asked about the data, wondering if it was from last year.  

 

Brushfire’s Editor and Chief said yes, that is a good point. Their previous Editor and 

Chief graduated. There was an attempt to reorganize due to their other Editor having to 

resign. He has been trying to find old data but cant seem to hunt it all down. Distribution 
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has been confusing, so he is trying to organize per semester rather than on one master 

sheet.  

 

Senator Sewell asked how much submissions have decreased by.  

 

Brushfire’s Editor and Chief  said it is a tricky thing with submissions because they are 

hard to measure, because you can submit 10 submission files only one is counted as with 

the program,. Realistically 700last semester, and this semester more like 300.  

 

Director Rodriguez asked how many can fit into each. 

 

Brushfire’s Editor and Chief said around 60, it has to be whittled down.  

 

Senator Burton asked about the issues with circulating, and who the audience is.   

 

Brushfire’s Editor and Chief said they were circulating everywhere, every building that 

can be though of. All around campus; which is part of the initiative to break the wall. 

Including the Midtown area, bookstores, coffee shops, those sorts of places. Mainly this 

is for people who have an interest for arts, they are hoping that people will pick them up 

and bring them around town. Their audience is everyone.  

 

Senator Grant asked for questions and thanked Brushfire’s Editor and Chief.  

 

Director Rodriguez said Hannah is at the NSA meeting. The capital account description 

is in the memo as far as what the purpose is. All in all the downloaded material, so not 

much has come out of there. This includes additional computer equipment, and still to 

come is the annual technology upgrade plan. Depending on which computers are being 

replaced, there will be 18-24. Scholarship endowment, $5,000 for water future, $22,000 

for campus escort vans that are going to go down, funding for second van will be 

leveraged after first one is funded. Which is contingent on that been approved. $131,000 

in the account. Keep in mind this is a capital account, so it is the large expenditures.  

 

Senator Grant asked  about five or six years ago what was this account looking like.  

 

Director Rodriguez said probably $650,000 to $750,000, maybe even a million a decade 

and a half ago.  

 

Senator Grant said he was pretty excited when I heard that transfer came in, before they 

brought the capital expenditure they were looking for a sustainable way to look over the 

net year. 

 

Senator Grant asked for questions; seeing none he thanked everybody.  

 

7. PUBLIC COMMENT 

Senator Hudson through chair to Director Rodriguez, said she was confused on one of the 

sentences in the finance bills and wanted to know if it was a grammatical error or if there 

was a specific number.   
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Director Rodriguez said she thinks it is a grammatical error.  

 

 

8. PUBLIC COMMENT 

Senator Hudson through chair to Director Rodriguez, said she was confused on one of the 

sentences in the finance bills and wanted to know if it was a grammatical error or if there 

was a specific number.   

 

Director Rodriguez said she thinks it is a grammatical error.  

 

9. ADJOURNMENT 

Senator Grant adjourned the meeting at 10:26am.  

 

NOTES 

Unless otherwise marked by an asterisk, all items are action items upon which the Senate may take action. 

ASUN supports providing equal access to all programs for people with disabilities. Reasonable efforts 

will be made to assist and accommodate physically handicapped persons desiring to attend the meeting. 

Please call the Speaker of the ASUN at (775) 784-6589 in advance so that arrangements may be 

conveniently made. 


